Let L be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero, let U be its universal enveloping algebra, and let Z be the center of U. If / is the dimension of a Cartan subalgebra H of L, then it is known that Z is a polynomial ring in / independent variables. In this paper a set of / algebraically independent generators of Z is produced rather explicitly for the classical algebras of type A, B, C, D by casewise considerations.
It is straightforward to show that generating Z is equivalent to generating the L-invariants It in the symmetric algebra S L * of L*. In addition, there is a homomorphism from 5 L * onto S H which embeds 7* into the Weyl-invariants I w . Due to Chevalley this embedding is also a surjection. For the classical simple Lie algebras the action of the Weyl group W on S H * is describable in a sufficiently convenient fashion so as to permit easy construction of generators of I w . It is shown here that certain generating sets of I w can be explicitly lifted back to It via trace functions on the first fundamental representation of L. As a result of this construction of the generators of I w and the lifting process, the following well-known results are proven rather directly for the classical algebras:
1. It = Iw (Chevalley), and 2. Z and I w are polynomial rings in / algebraically independent variables.
The center Z of U plays a fundamental role in the finitedimensional representation theory of L. Since any irreducible representation is determined up to isomorphism by its character, if z u , z, were generators of Z and if M and N were non-isomorphic irreducible L-modules, then for some i one must have (z,) M^ (z,) N (due to Schur's lemma they are scalars). The central element (z { -(Z,)N)/((£*)M -(^)N) would act as one on M and zero on N. For any list of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible L-modules one could thus find a central element acting as one on one of them, and as zero on the rest. Such elements could be used to isolate the isotypic components in a reducible representation of L. Hence there is good reason to produce generators of Z as explicitly as possible.
Section 1 is concerned with showing that generating Z is equivalent to generating If and leads up to § §2-5 where the Chevalley isomorphism J* ΞS I w is proven by explicitly lifting generating sets of I w back to I*.
Generation of Z.
There are well known actions of L on the symmetric algebras S L and S L . by graded derivations extending the adjoint representation of L and its contragredient, and if W is the Weyl group of L with respect to the Cartan subalgebra H, it acts on S H * by graded automorphisms. The standard symmetrization map η:
is an L-module isomorphism. While this induced map between I L and Z is not an algebra isomorphism it is known to have the following redeeming qualities:
LEMMA.
Suppose S is a finite set of homogeneous invariant elements in S L generating I L . Then S η generates Z, and if S is algebraically independent so is S v .
Proof Let U have its usual filtration and let U p be the subspace of all elements of filter less than or equal to p. Observe that due to the
(i) Since L acts by graded derivations, I L is homogeneous. Recalling that η induces a linear isomorphism between I L and Z, proceed by induction on the filter of a central element to show it is in the subalgebra of U generated by S\ Let S = {x u , x r }. Now η takes constants to constants so it suffices to check the induction step. Every element in Z is a linear combination of images of homogeneous elements in / L , so it suffices to show that if x ϊx x lk is a monomial in I L then (x h x ίfc ) η is in the subalgebra generated by S η . The remarks in the first paragraph complete the proof.
( Then F? = p, and p: /*-» J V v is surjective. Under the isomorphisms Z -I L -It the element z k of Z corresponding to F fc is given by (1) z t = Σ tr (u,,---u, k 
where {wj, {w 3« Simple algebras of type B. Let L be a simple algebra of type B h Let V be a (2/ + l)-dimensional space with basis e u ,e 2 /+i, and define a non-degenerate symmetric form on V by B(e u e x ) = l = B(e n e ι+ι ) = B(e ι+h e t ) i = 2, , / -f 1 and B(e h e k ) = 0 otherwise. View L as the Lie algebra of all endomorphisms of V which are skew with respect to this form and identify L with its matrices with respect to the e t . Let H be the Cartan subalgebra of diagonal matrices in L, and let e,, , 6/ be functional on H given by (e t )h = €i(h)ei for h in H ([3] , 138). Then {e k } k is a basis of H* and W is the semidirect product of the symmetric group S, on e,, , e, with (Z/2Z)' acting by 3->(± 1),^. Thus I w consists of symmetric functions in 6 (1).
Simple algebras of type C.
Let L be simple of type C,. Let V be a 2/-dimensional space with basis e 1? , e lh and define a nondegenerate skew form on V by B(e h e i+ι ) = 1 = -B(e ι+h e, ) ί = 1, ,/ and B(e y , e fc ) = 0 otherwise. View L as the Lie algebra of endomorphisms which are skew with respect to this form, and identify L with its matrices with respect to the e h Let H be the Cartan subalgebra of diagonal matrices in L, and let 6 l9 •••,€, be functionals on H given by (e t )h = € [ (h) 2 , --, z 2i ] where z 2k is as in (1).
Simple algebras of type D.
Let L be simple of type D/. Let V be a 2/-dimensional space with basis e u , e lh and define a nondegenerate symmetric form on V by B(e» e i+ι ) = 1 = B(ξ i+h e t ) i = 1, ••,/ and B(e n e k ) = 0 otherwise. View L as the Lie algebra of endomorphisms of V which are skew with respect to this form and identify L with it matrices with respect to the e Γ Let H be the Cartan subalgebra of diagonal matrices in L and let β 1? ••-,€/ be functionals on H given by (e,)/z = e ι (h)e ι when h is in H ([3], 140) . Then e u •••,€, is a basis of H* and W is the semi-direct product of the symmetric group S, acting as before with (Z/2Z)'" 1 acting by e, -»(± l^e, where n,(± 1), = 
